Monday 22nd June 2020
Maths- Doubles
Today we are going to focus on doubling. When we double, we add the same
number together so for example double 3 means 3 +3 which is 6.
View the PowerPoint. This goes through doubles to 20 and give a visual
representation.
Task – Complete the doubles ladybirds. There is a sheet attached but if you
can’t find then create your own ladybirds.
Extension- If you complete the ladybirds quickly can you write out the number
sentence to go with each ladybird, for example 4 + 4= 8. Then can you try and
remember then and get someone to test you. How many can you remember?
English- The Giant!!!!
Today I would like you to draw a picture of the giant. Think carefully about what
he looks like and what he might be wearing. Around your picture write some
words to describe them.
ExampleGrumpy
Scary

enormous

Stinky

scruffy

Phonics- Go onto Discovery Education and start Phase 4 Kim’s phonics. Begin by
watching the ‘Words beginning with cc (1)’ video and complete one of the
activities.
Tuesday 23rd June2020
Maths-Doubles
Revisit the Doubles PowerPoint. Can you remember the doubles that you
practiced yesterday?
Today we are moving on to doubles up to 20. Remember that doubling means
we add the same number together so double 6 would be 6 + 6 which = 12.
Task- Complete the domino doubles sheet.
Challenge- See if you can remember any and ask an adult to test you. How
many can you get right?
English- Writing sentences
Today you are going to use your work from yesterday to help you writing
sentences about the giant.
Use the words that you came up with yesterday to make your sentences.
ExampleThe giant has got big, stinky feet.
Task- Write 3 sentences about the giant. If you can write more than this that
would be excellent.
Refer to writing checklist for expectations.
Phonics- Go onto Discovery Education and start Phase 4 Kim’s phonics. Begin by
watching the ‘Words beginning with cc (2)’ video and complete one of the
activities.

